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Distributed Denial of Service (DDoS) attacks have been around for decades but still cause
problems for most businesses. While easy to launch, DDoS attacks can be difficult to sustain and
even more difficult to monetize for attackers. From the business perspective, a DDoS attack
might result in lost revenue but is unlikely to have the same long term impact that a data breach
may have. Recent changes in the IT landscape have made DDoS a more attractive attack vector
for hackers. The industry trend to connect more and more devices to the Internet (often with
minimal to no security), dubbed the “Internet of Things” has created a new marketplace for bad
actors to sell their resource exhaustion services. Businesses need to consider all options when
planning and implementing a defensive posture against denial of service attacks. As security
vendors continue to offer new (and expensive) options to defend against these attacks, how does
an InfoSec manager know which is best for their business. Using an “Offense informs the
Defense” approach, this paper will analyze the methods used during DDoS attacks in order to
determine the most appropriate defensive postures.
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1. Introduction – The Need For Improved Distributed Denial
of Service (DDoS) Defenses

rR

“Time is money” is an adage that describes how important it is for a business to always

ho

be available to sell its wares. The phrase was first credited to Benjamin Franklin in the 1700s but

ut

has relevance today as businesses can maintain a 24-hour sales presence through their online

,A

operations. That is of course, if their business can stay online. The denial of service attack, a
reliable old tool of hackers and cyber-criminals has seen a resurgence in popularity over the last

itu

te

10 years (Anstee, 2016). Businesses are dedicating additional IT resources to plan for and
mitigate denial of service attacks to ensure their business operations are always available. Time

NS

the business owners.

In

st

is money and unexpected downtime is one of the worst messages an IT manager will deliver to

SA

Estimating revenue lost to network outages caused by a denial of service attack can be
difficult. Some security vendors have suggested that each hour of downtime can be worth up to

e

$40,000 in lost revenue (Matthews, 2014). Lost revenue will vary by business size and industry

Th

and goes beyond the loss of sales associated with an unreachable ecommerce site. Intangible

17

costs such as damage to brand reputation can have a long-lasting impact to economic

20

performance. Network improvements and upgrades implemented because of the attack can also

©

add to the overall cost. The actions taken by the InfoSec manager before, during, and after a
DDoS event will help to limit potential damages and protect the business from repeating the
experience.
This document is presented as a reference for IT and InfoSec managers in small and
medium sized businesses to understand the threats of a Distributed Denial of Service attack and
how to prepare the organization to respond. For the purpose of this discussion, small\medium
sized businesses (SMB) will be defined as between 50 and 500 employees with an average IT
staff of less than 10 people. Annual average revenue of the business is less than $10 million per
year.
Matt Freeman, matt.freeman@hawaiiantel.com
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2. Overview of DDoS Attack Methods

rR

et

To prepare an effective defense against DDoS attacks it is necessary to understand how
an attack works and the terminology that vendors and experts use to describe them. Using an

ho

“Offense Informs the Defense” methodology, IT professionals can analyze the common attack

ut

vectors and select the best defensive approaches. While there are many ways to describe a denial

,A

of service attack, the most common attacks are frequently referred to as volumetric or

te

application. Each of these can be delivered in multiple ways and are often described with

itu

modifiers such as floods, reflections, or amplification.

In

st

During a distributed denial of service attack, an attacker will direct multiple devices to
send data and\or make requests of a specific target device. By focusing hundreds and thousands

NS

of devices towards a single target, the attacker can amplify the impact of the attack,

SA

overwhelming the target network’s ability to respond to legitimate network requests. The

e

objective is to degrade availability of the target.

Th

With billions of devices connected to the Internet, DDoS attackers can build large

17

networks of devices to use in large scale attacks. Attackers build these networks by installing

20

applications or modifying existing code on the devices to allow them to take control. Malicious

©

software imbedded in files attached to emails or downloaded from the Internet will install itself
to a device. Once installed, the malware will attempt to connect over the Internet to a control

server where it may download and install additional files. These devices remain functional and
the malware attempts to evade detection by the user. An attacker that is proactively trying to
build their network of devices will scan the Internet looking for IP addresses that respond to their
reconnaissance tools. A commonly used application such as NMAP can report on what type of
device is responding, whether the device has open ports, and what operating system is being used
(Lyon, 1997). Using this information, an attacker can use any known vulnerabilities to remotely
access and install their malware. These hijacked devices are referred to as bots and in large
Matt Freeman, matt.freeman@hawaiiantel.com
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quantities make up a botnet. Botnets can number in the tens of thousands and wait on standby

rR

et

ai

for the owner to initiate an attack on a target.

ho

2.1. Volumetric Attacks

ut

The volumetric attack method is one the most common DDoS attack types and one that

,A

receives the most attention (Neustar, 2016). Put simply, a volumetric attack is an attempt to

te

overwhelm the target's network capacity to degrade availability. In the OSI model, volumetric

itu

attacks can target both layer 3 (network) and layer 4 (transport). A layer 3 attack targets the

st

routing and switching infrastructure using common protocols such as ICMP and ARP (US Cert,

In

2014). Layer 4 attacks typically use TCP \ UDP protocols intending to oversaturate the Internet

NS

bandwidth of the target. Both methods can create a similar impact to the target network: the

SA

inability to access resources.

One example of a volumetric DDoS attack is an ICMP Flood. The Internet Control

Th

e

Message Protocol (ICMP) is a layer 3 protocol used to report errors in data processing between a
packet's destination and its original source (Postel, 1981). Network administration tools such as

17

Ping rely on ICMP to determine device availability across the Internet. The typical size of an

©

20

ICMP packet should be 8 bytes, but an attacker employing an ICMP Flood attack can generate a
large amount of ICMP traffic by setting a customized packet size to the maximum allowed by the
target network. The attacker will then generate constant ICMP traffic from multiple sources to a
single destination. If the attacker can generate enough traffic through the ICMP Flood, the target
network will become unable to process legitimate network requests resulting in the loss of
network availability. The ICMP Flood attack is simple to execute and available to anyone willing
to spend time learning to use the Kali Linux operating system. Unsecured web-accessible
cameras can be hijacked and used in ICMP Flood attacks (VandenBrink, 2016).
The capacity used in volumetric DDoS attacks has increased significantly over the last
few years. In September 2016, an attack of 620Gbps sustained traffic from an estimated 24,000
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devices was directed at popular security blogger Brian Krebs (Krebs, 2016). One week later, an

ai

attack measured at 1.1Tbps of sustained traffic from 145,000 devices was launched on the web-

et

hosting provider OVH (OVH, 2016). While these recent attacks are (currently) the high end of

rR

the spectrum, a 2016 survey of 1000 businesses reports that 63% of DDoS attacks are between 1

ho

and 100 Gbps (Neustar, 2016).

ut

Volumetric DDoS attacks share several key characteristics: low complexity, difficult to

,A

determine attribution, and exploitation of a common, but limited resource (network capacity).

te

Volumetric DDoS attacks may be one of the easiest attack types to launch. An attacker needs

itu

only to know the target IP address to initiate an attack in several ways. For the no-skill attacker

st

an Internet search on "Website Stresser" will provide dozens of DDoS 'as a service' sites. For less

In

than $30, a novice attacker can initiate a 3Gbps DDoS attack for 60 minutes against the target of

NS

their choice (IPStresser, 2016). For slightly more advanced attackers, toolsets such as Kali Linux

SA

or Metasploit contain multiple denial of service applications. Many of these toolsets are available
for free.

Th

e

Another characteristic that makes volumetric attacks popular is that the attacker can be

17

difficult to determine. Being able to launch an attack anonymously is desirable for the attacker
but requires more effort to cover their tracks. Using a website stresser service is an easy form of

©

20

attack but is also easy for security analysts to trace back to the source. Criminals will often prefer
to compromise legitimate servers and use as part of a larger attack (Weagle, 2016). In this
example, there is no need to obfuscate where the attack is coming from since the attacker is not
directly associated with the compromised system.
The third characteristic of a volumetric attack is that regardless of the attack method, the
attacker is attempting to exploit the limited network capacity of the target. The Federal
Communications Commission defines broadband as 25Mbps for residences (FCC, 2016).
Although broadband Internet speeds are increasing in availability across the United States, the
cost and time to provision are limiting factors for businesses. It is easy to see how a business's
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network can be overwhelmed when 63% of all DDoS attacks are above 1Gbps and attackers can

rR

et

ai

leverage 3Gbps for as low as $30 an hour.

ho

2.2. Application Attacks

ut

The application-based attacks are another method of DDoS. An application DDoS attack

,A

targets layer 7 of the OSI model to tie up resources of a specific application with the intent of

te

preventing legitimate use of that application. Commonly attacked application protocols include

itu

HTTP, HTTPS, and DNS (Imperva, 2015). This attack method is measured in connections per

In

hosting the application.

st

second and simulates a high volume of normal user traffic to overwhelm the server that is

NS

Application attacks can take many forms and the impact of this type of attack will be

SA

unique to each application. A website’s search function is an example of a web-based application
vulnerable to attack. For example, a single visitor to a website that sells cars may make several

Th

e

searches on different vehicle models and colors. Each search request might require a query of the
dealership’s database for vehicle availability but is within the normal operating parameters of the

17

web server and database server. For this scenario, the database can hypothetically accommodate

©

20

at maximum, 1000 requests per second. An attacker utilizing a botnet of 10,000 devices can
generate similar searches forcing the search form to make 1,000s of requests per second. The
search requests on the database server will exceed capacity, resulting in all user searches
(legitimate and botnet) to receive null responses. Excessive use of a legitimate web service such
as search forms is an example of an HTTP request Flood (Radware, 2016).
Application attacks can be difficult to detect because the attack simulates normal user
activity. As web-based applications become more complex, the ability to distinguish between
legitimate user behavior and malicious activity grows more challenging. Attackers using a large
botnet can replicate a basic web search thousands of times per second. Conversely, an attacker
Matt Freeman, matt.freeman@hawaiiantel.com
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using a tool such as Slowloris will tie up server resources from a single device. Each of these

ai

attacks is not immediately distinguishable from normal usage patterns.

et

Application attacks succeed through exhausting the server resources of the target. Unless

rR

the targeted system has performance monitoring in place, the administrators may not notice a

ho

steady increase in CPU or decrease in available disk space. Once the target has reached a

ut

resource limit, the application being served from it may become unavailable to normal users.

,A

Denial of service attacks can come in many shapes and sizes but all have at least one

te

shared objective: preventing legitimate use of the target resource. It is important for an

itu

information security manager to understand the basic attack types to prepare an effective

st

defense. It will also be important to understand the reasons for an attack and an attacker’s

SA

NS

In

motivation.

2.3. Motivations for DDoS Attacks

Th

e

One of the primary motivating factors for cybercrime is financial gain. Cyber-criminals

17

employ a variety of tools to launch attacks against their victims, most with the intent of extortion

20

or theft. Denial of service attacks are easy to launch and maintain for the attacker. For the

©

average victim, it may be impossible to determine who was behind the attack without assistance
from law enforcement agencies. DDoS attacks may not be as easy to monetize for attackers as
ransomware or theft of electronic records (such as credit card information) but remains a
profitable endeavor for attackers (Krebs, 2016).
Extortion is one of the most common motivators an attacker has for launching a denial of
service attack. A classic example of the “protection racket” used by the American Mafia has
evolved online. In the traditional definition, a criminal will approach a business with a demand
for money in exchange for protecting them from other criminal activities. A similar approach is
now used by DDoS attackers. Cyber gangs such as the Armada Collective and Lizard Squad will
Matt Freeman, matt.freeman@hawaiiantel.com
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launch a denial of service attack against a targeted business for a short duration. This initial

ai

attack is to demonstrate to the victim their capability and preview of the impact a sustained

et

outage will have on their business. An extortion demand is then delivered to the victim by: pay

rR

up or face extended attacks (Paine, 2016). Limited opportunity events are particularly vulnerable

ho

to this type of threat since they have a small window of opportunity to make sales. Just before

ut

the 2014 World Cup, Anonymous launched a series of attacks against World Cup websites

,A

putting millions of dollars of potential earnings at risk (Herberger, 2014).

te

Denial of service attacks can often be used as a divisionary tactic to mask the criminal’s

itu

true intent. Often referred to as a “smokescreen”, a DDoS attack against a business can divert

st

resources away from other vulnerable areas of the network. While IT administrators are dealing

In

with a network or server outage, attackers may have a higher chance of succeeding in installing

NS

malware or exfiltrating data from an existing compromise (Neustar, 2016).

SA

Attackers can also have non-financial motivations. Anyone that has played an online
game knows that response time from the host server is a critical component to success. Some

Th

e

players are willing to cheat and install third party software to help them win. Others will look to

17

eliminate their main competition directly through out of game means, including DDoS attacks. If
an attacker can determine the IP address of their competition, he or she can disable that player's

©

20

ability to connect to the game. Attackers can create a competitive advantage or simply retaliate
for losing to better players. As the idea of E-Sports grows more popular (and lucrative), the
ability to disable an opponent before he or she can compete becomes attractive to the less
scrupulous gamers (Maiberg, 2015).
Another common motivator for DDoS attacks is to retaliate against or attempt to censor
opinions they disagree with. Hacktivists, a nickname for hackers that launch attacks for political
and social reasons, often use DDoS attacks to disable the websites of their enemies. In a case
from December 2016, anonymous attackers disabled a website belonging to the Thailand
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2.4. Target Selection for DDoS Attacks

rR

et

ai

oppressive legislation limiting Internet freedoms (Ashok, 2016).

ns

government. The DDoS attack was launched as a protest to what the attackers viewed as

ut

Any device with an IP address that is reachable from the Internet is a potential target for a

,A

DDoS attack. A cyber-criminal launching a denial of service attack wants to make sure that the
attack is highly disruptive to the target’s normal operations. Attacks against business are often

itu

te

financially motivated with the attacker looking to create downtime for the target. Business
owners will compare the lost earnings due to downtime with the financial demands of the

NS

publicity of an outage.

In

st

attacker. Criminals hope that the business will pay up to avoid the lost revenue and negative

SA

Ideal targets for DDoS attackers are highly visible, a focal point for user interaction, and
critical to business operations. For most businesses, these three characteristics can describe a

e

company’s website. Websites are one of the most attacked Internet resources because they serve

Th

as the business’s link to customers on the Internet (Kaspersky, 2016). Websites communicate

17

news and information about the business. When a DDoS attack disables a website for users, the

20

brand’s reputation can be tarnished. Websites enable e-commerce for many businesses and in

©

some cases, are the only avenue available to customers to purchase goods and services. Business
websites range from simple to complex, but all rely on servers, network infrastructure and
Internet RFC standards, making them vulnerable to a variety of attack types.
Criminals can also cause disruption for businesses by directly attacking their business’
operations. Many small and medium businesses do not have multiple Internet gateways for their
corporate network. DDoS attacks on a business network can prevent workers from reaching
cloud-based applications or offsite file storages. As more businesses move into offsite-hosted
solutions for email and business critical applications, an attack on the corporate Internet gateway
will be very disruptive for operations. For businesses that use a VOIP-based phone system that
Matt Freeman, matt.freeman@hawaiiantel.com
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relies on a hosting provider for call routing, their call center may be unable to receive and make

ai

calls to customers resulting in lost sales.

et

Service providers of Internet or cloud services are also ideal targets for DDoS attackers.

rR

An attack that saturates an ISP’s network capacity will have a ripple effect for subscribers. In

ho

November 2015, ProtonMail experienced a sustained attack that prevented an estimated 1

ut

million users from accessing their secure emails (Yen, 2015). Datacenters offering virtual server

,A

hosting for businesses also face a similar risk. A single vulnerability in a hosted virtual server

st

itu

te

can be exploited, impacting other subscribers on the same hypervisor.

In

3. Defending Against DDoS Attacks

NS

Information Security managers can start to prepare for DDoS attacks as they would other

SA

cyber threats. The Center for Internet Security maintains a list of 20 Critical Security Controls
(CSC) that can help focus defensive programs for IT security managers. The CSC use the

Th

e

“Offense in the Defense” approach to prioritize defensive recommendations that are based on
real world attacks.

17

One of the most effective programs an information security team can implement is asset

©

20

inventory and tracking (CIS, 2013). Critical Security Control #1 calls for the creation and
maintenance of an inventory of authorized devices for use on the network. Knowing the
infrastructure and critical services in a network is a pre-requisite for building defenses for them.
The asset inventory should include all network infrastructure, servers, workstations, hosted
applications, and business critical systems. For DDoS-specific defenses, identify systems that are
most likely to be attacked such as corporate Internet gateways and websites. The IT department
should regularly audit the assets to ensure no new devices were added without going through a
change management process.
With an asset inventory completed, the IT team should begin building monitoring
solutions for the critical systems. Critical Security Control #6 recommends the maintenance,
Matt Freeman, matt.freeman@hawaiiantel.com
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monitoring, and analysis of audit logs to improve anomaly detection. For networking

ai

infrastructure, such as routers and switches, use SNMP monitoring tools that can communicate

et

with the device and report on device availability. Most network monitoring systems can be

rR

configured to alarm on predefined performance thresholds, such as high CPU usage or

ho

bandwidth usage targets. In the event of a DDoS attack, alarms from network devices indicating

ut

sustained high utilization can be an early signal to IT staff that an attack is occurring.

,A

Servers should be monitored for availability and resource thresholds, such as CPU

te

utilization and available disk space. Windows-based servers can utilize the SCOM system for

itu

monitoring while Linux operating systems can deploy OSSEC software. For web and fileservers,

st

IT administrators should determine normal behavior under heavy load to establish an expected

In

performance baseline. Monitoring software can be configured to generate alarms when baseline

NS

targets are exceeded over a specified amount of time. Using the SNMP monitoring system, set

SA

threshold alarms for bandwidth utilization. If the Internet gateway circuit is provisioned with a
100 Mbps circuit, consider creating an alarm when bandwidth utilization exceeds 90% for more

Th

e

than 10 minutes. Watching for sustained heavy usage will help to identify a possible attack.
Configure firewalls to inspect traffic being sent out (egress) along with the standard inbound

17

inspection (ingress). If a system inside the network has been compromised and is being used as

©

20

part of a DDoS attack, an egress threshold alarm on bandwidth utilization will help to identify
the problem. Collecting and analyzing netflow data is also an effective method to know what
applications are using the data passing through the network. Closely monitoring and alarming on
network performance statistics can help detect a DDoS application attack.
With monitoring and alarming solutions in place, IT administrators can move on to
implementing their defenses. One of the most effective defenses against any cyber-attack is a
well-maintained IT environment. IT managers must ensure a regular patching and vulnerability
assessment program is in place. Vulnerability scanning of internal and external IP ranges using
automated scanning system such as Nessus or OpenVAS will help an IT administrator know
which systems are vulnerable to cyber-attack. Maintaining a regularly enforced patching
Matt Freeman, matt.freeman@hawaiiantel.com
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program will help the business keep a secure operating environment. While this may not

ai

specifically prevent DDoS attacks, it can help limit impact of the smokescreen attacks. As a

et

result of using a patch management system, attackers will most likely find less systems

rR

vulnerable to attack and may not be able to establish a foothold.

ho

In addition to vulnerability scanning of the network, IT security administrators can

ut

consider performing stress tests against probable DDoS targets. Using available tools in Kali

,A

Linux or Metasploit the administrators can simulate a DDoS attack against themselves to

te

determine how their systems perform while under attack. Another benefit of stress testing the

itu

network and webservers is to help determine at what level of attack the network begins to fail.

st

Knowing the limits of defenses may help to justify future upgrade expenses if defenses are not

In

able to maintain service under moderate attack levels. As with all intrusive testing, ensure

NS

executive approval has been received and documented. Perform intrusive testing outside of

SA

business operating hours to limit impact to the business.
A controlled stress test against a company’s own network will help to prepare the IT

Th

e

administrators for an actual attack. Using the data collected in the test, staff can validate their

17

alarming thresholds for critical devices. Systems that were impacted without generating alarms
can be tuned to help with detection. Attack symptoms should be documented and transitioned

©

20

into an Incident Response Plan for the organization. An IR plan will act as a playbook for staff to
follow during and after an attack. The IR plan should include documentation on the procedures
to follow during an attack, roles and responsibilities, and a communication plan. The
communication plan should include all necessary IT staff as well as executives, public relations,
and operations managers. Communication plans should also include external contact information
and expectations. External communication contacts may include an emergency escalation point
at the Internet service provider or information for law enforcement agencies. Who needs to be
contacted and when should be determined before an attack occurs so that IT staff can react
correctly during an incident.
Matt Freeman, matt.freeman@hawaiiantel.com
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Creating an asset inventory then implementing and testing defenses is part of training the

ai

IT staff. The IT manager should designate a resource to convert all the preparation materials into

et

a play book that contains the procedures to be followed during a DDoS attack. Use the play

rR

book to improve team readiness by performing reviews of the procedure with employees. As

ho

devices are added to and removed from the network update the play book. Be sure to review and

ut

update contact information every few months.

,A

During an active denial of service attack, a prepared business should be able to quickly

te

detect the event and react per their Incident Response Plan. IT staff should know the procedures

itu

for mitigating the attack based on the play book training. Mitigation options during an active

st

attack depend on the network infrastructure in place and the agility of the business to implement

In

alternatives. One of the most important steps during an attack is to determine what type of attack

NS

is happening and then to identify the source of the attack. IT administrators should review

SA

firewall and server access logs to understand the attack patterns and likely targets. Where
possible, block the originating IP addresses using firewall access control lists. Attacks using

Th

e

large botnets will easily overwhelm an IT administrator’s ability to find and block IP addresses
but the information gathered during the log analysis will help. If the DDoS attack is aimed at a

17

corporate Internet gateway, switching to backup circuits through another ISP may be able to

©

20

restore some connectivity to the network. Networks without a redundant Internet connection will
need to contact their ISP to request assistance. Provide the ISP’s support staff with the source IP
information and request they implement routing rules that will prevent the traffic from reaching
the target network.
If a DDoS attack succeeds in disabling web services for an extended amount of time, the
business should consider their backup options. Building redundancy in critical services is an
action to perform before an attack occurs. For example, if a website is under sustained attack and
the business has prepared an alternate hosting site with identical content, IT administrators can
change the “A” record of the website and redirect users to the secondary servers. While the
attacker can also adjust to the new target, the website can now be accessed at multiple hosts
Matt Freeman, matt.freeman@hawaiiantel.com
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which will force the attacker to split their attack between them. The web security company

ai

Cloudflare offers DDoS mitigation solutions for websites that can be implemented in just over 30

et

minutes (Zatlyn, 2016).

rR

While IT administrators are addressing the impact of the DDoS attack, IT managers can

ho

begin following the communications plan. Keeping internal users aware of the situation does not

ut

require a step-by-step recap of the troubleshooting and mitigation steps but should instruct

,A

department managers on how their staff can continue working. Public relations staff can begin

te

drafting notifications to news sources to provide reasons for the unplanned downtime.

itu

Once the attacks have subsided, the IT staff should immediately begin searching for

st

indicators of compromise across the network. DDoS attacks are often used as a diversionary

In

tactic and are combined with other cyber-attacks (Kaspersky, 2016). If the network has

NS

monitoring already in place across the network, recent alarms should be reviewed for anomalous

SA

activity. Mirroring network traffic to a network IDS from a core network switch can provide
monitoring of internal network traffic. Watching internal network traffic is an effective detective

Th

e

measure that can assist with identifying unauthorized network activity. In addition to reviewing

17

IDS alarms, IT staff should review server and firewall logs for signs of compromise. If the
business has a SIEM collecting logs from all IT assets, then correlation of events becomes much

©

20

more efficient.
Cyber-attacks against a business are sure to prompt questions from the owners.
Information security managers should expect to provide a summary of the event to executives.
Managers should strive to complete analysis of the event within a few days. Using the
information collected, managers should create an after-action report that includes details and
metrics about the event in terms the business owners can understand. The report should begin
with a summary of the incident that explains what happened. Post-incident reports should contain
the start and end time of the event and a list of impacted services. Alarms generated by internal
monitoring systems will document how long it took the IT staff to detect the incident. Notes
Matt Freeman, matt.freeman@hawaiiantel.com
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should be used from the incident to determine when the response began. IT managers can use the

ai

time to respond metric as a baseline for future incidents and work with the team to improve the

et

response time. This report should focus on technical and procedural facts. The report should

rR

include which systems experienced degraded availability and for how long. After the report has

ho

been presented and discussed with senior management, review the findings with the IT support

ut

teams. Analyze the key metrics and discuss areas that the incident response and play books can

,A

be improved. If the network defenses were insufficient to withstand the DDoS attack use the

itu

te

report's data to highlight areas that need improvement.

In

st

3.1. DDoS Mitigation Options

NS

As the frequency and strength of DDoS attacks increase, the number of vendors offering
defensive solutions has also increased. Each vendor solution offers a different way of identifying

SA

and mitigating attacks to limit impact to an organization. The right solution for a network

e

depends on a variety of factors, such as the number of business locations, the amount of cloud-

Th

hosted applications, your business's tolerance for downtime, availability of high speed Internet

17

services, and existing network infrastructure. For most small and medium businesses, the

20

deciding factor often comes to down IT budget. Without making vendor recommendations, this

©

paper will explore what services are protected best by which solution and how well they mitigate
volumetric and application attacks. This paper will examine three categories of DDoS mitigation:
on-premises solutions, upstream / transport solutions, and DDoS mitigation “as a service”
solutions.
On-premises solutions for DDoS mitigation are designed around devices that are
physically installed on the network. This category includes equipment such as UTM firewalls,
web application firewalls, and DDoS mitigation appliances. On premises solutions provide the
most control over mitigation defenses for the IT administrators because they have direct
administration of the device. On-premises solutions can be overwhelmed by high capacity
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volumetric attacks. For example, a network administrator can configure a rule on the UTM

ai

firewall to deny all traffic from a specific IP address during an attack. Unfortunately, during a

et

DDoS attack, botnets can leverage thousands of IP addresses from all around the world. Even if

rR

administrators can keep up with creating deny rules, the firewall itself is still processing the

ho

traffic before rejection. The Internet gateway will be overwhelmed by incoming attack traffic and

ut

legitimate network traffic will be impacted.

,A

Web application firewalls can be deployed on the local network between the Internet

te

gateway and the web servers. If properly configured, this firewall can be effective at mitigating

itu

application attacks against the webserver but will likely still fail during volumetric attacks. These

st

devices require extensive baselining and tuning to be able to detect application attacks.

In

Administrators need to understand normal web server activity over time so they can implement

NS

rules that prevent or alarm on unusual traffic.

SA

DDoS mitigation appliances work by examining patterns and protocol ratios within
network traffic to determine whether network activity is an attack or not. Vendors have created

Th

e

complex algorithms that can identify what a normal amount of protocol traffic would be for a

17

specific amount of data. For example, 1 GB of data can be expected to have a certain amount of
UDP, TCP, and NTP traffic with an expected size per protocol per packet. During an ICMP

©

20

Flood attack the DDoS mitigation appliance should detect that an unusual amount of ICMP
traffic is being processed and that the traffic is larger than normal. The appliance will drop
abnormal traffic and allow legitimate traffic to be processed.
Another category of DDoS defenses is implemented upstream from the target network
and attempts to filter or redirect attack traffic so that it never reaches the target. This service is
frequently sold by Internet service providers as an enhanced offering to their standard Internet
transport. Upstream mitigations can be applied by the ISP upon customer request which can
cause a delay in restoring normal traffic. The ISP support staff may require their customer (who
is under attack) to specify what IPs and protocols to filter, putting an additional delay on
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mitigation. A DDoS attack against a specific subscriber may impact all subscribers if the ISP

ai

does not have enough bandwidth capacity to manage the attack. In some cases, the ISP may

et

blackhole traffic for the attacked user to protect other subscribers. Blackholing traffic sends all

rR

traffic for that customer to a non-routable destination, effectively shutting down the Internet

ho

service. Upstream filtering services can be a low cost and scalable solution for volumetric attacks

ut

but offers limited assistance during application attacks. It is necessary for the business to know

,A

what solutions their ISP provides and at what cost. The IT Manager can weigh the costs of

te

upstream filtering against the potential loss due to DDoS disruption and act accordingly.

itu

Another defensive option that works specifically for websites and is both an upstream

st

and “as a service” solution. Referred to as Content Delivery Networks, websites are replicated

In

across servers in geographically diverse areas. The primary objective of a CDN is to improve the

NS

loading speed of a webpage being accessed by a visitor to the website. This happens because

SA

Internet users typically have a lower latency for websites hosted closer to their location. Business
websites built on a CDN have the additional benefit of some immunity to volumetric DDoS

Th

e

attacks since the website is not being served from a single server location and is more resilient to
DDoS. One limitation is that websites supported by a CDN often need to communicate with a

17

single database server to return search results or authenticate user login requests. If a DDoS

©

20

attacker can identify a single point of failure on a CDN-supported website some functions of the
site may become unavailable. In December 2016, Amazon Web Services (AWS) announced
AWS Shield, a DDoS defense for subscribers using the AWS hosting platform (Barr, 2016). As
the largest cloud hosting provider in the world, AWS provides a robust option for businesses
looking for mitigation solutions.
Any IT manager that has attended a vendor conference has heard the term “as a service”
in a dozen different contexts. Denial of service mitigation “as a service” describes an off-site
hosted mitigation solution with a subscription fee attached. DDoS mitigation services operate
similarly to on-premises solutions but in an upstream location. Network traffic being routed to
the target business network is inspected and assessed for potential attack patterns. During an
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attack, network traffic is “scrubbed” so that attacking traffic is dropped while legitimate traffic is

et

ho

rR

protect against both volumetric and application attacks.

ai

passed to the business network (Radware, 2016). DDoS Mitigation as a Service solutions can

ut

3.2. Business Justification for DDoS Defenses

,A

Businesses face a variety of cyber threats for which they must prepare defenses. Malware
and ransomware threats require an antivirus end-point solution. Malicious attachments and

itu

te

unsolicited email require mail filtering solutions. Protecting the corporate network against
intrusion requires many layers of defense such as firewalls, IPS, IDS, and SIEM solutions.

In

st

Defending the network requires multiple layers against a seemingly endless number of attack

NS

vectors. How does the IT manager account for the expense of building and maintaining a DDoS

SA

defense when there are so many other systems to plan for?
IT managers should complete a risk assessment to determine the likelihood of their

e

network being a target. In addition, they should work with business owners to estimate potential

Th

losses and costs associated with downtime from DDoS attack. Solutions provider, Imperva, has

17

created a model that helps businesses estimate their risk of attack based on their industry and

20

attack surface (Incapsula, 2014). For example, a traditional brick-and-mortar only business is

©

less likely to be attacked than an online gaming company. Another factor that increases risk of a
successful attack is a network's surface area which is measured by the number of devices
reachable from the Internet. IT managers need to know which of their critical business systems
can be impacted by a DDoS attack and how losing access to those systems will impact business
operations. Using the estimates for lost revenue and associated costs due to DDoS attack, the IT
manager can have an informed discussion with senior management about how a DDoS
mitigation solution fits into the company’s annual budget.

4. Conclusion
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Prepare for increase in DDoS attacks

ai

The frequency and strength of DDoS attacks are expected to continue to increase in the

et

future. In 2010, the largest recorded DDoS attack was measured at 100Gbps (Anstee, 2016).

rR

November 2016 saw an attack over 1Tbps in size. Bandwidth availability to businesses is

ho

increasing and costs are coming down, but few businesses are prepared to defend against an

ut

attack of 1Tbps. Manufacturers continue to produce low cost devices with Internet connectivity

,A

built in that are being exploited by hackers (Krebs, 2016). So far in 2017, there are few signs that

te

indicate vendors are willing to increase the security of their products. Improving device security

itu

would increase production costs and consumers tend to prefer inexpensive gadgets.

st

Information security managers have a variety of defensive tools available to them.

In

Knowing which tool works best in a given environment depends on how well the IT manager

NS

knows their business operations. Select the right defensive solutions to limit surface area

SA

vulnerable to attack. IT Managers will reduce the overall time to respond to an event by

e

providing the IT staff with training and monitoring tools ahead of time.

Th

As attackers continue to find ways to monetize DDoS activity, the need for businesses to

17

build and maintain an effective DDoS defense increases. Whether the attacker is using DDoS as

20

an extortion threat or just a distraction, the potential impact to business remains high. In most

©

cases, IT managers that have completed a risk assessment of their vulnerability to DDoS attack
will find that the cost to implement a defense is less than the potential long term costs of a
sustained outage.
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